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You’ve Built a Network, Now What? 

Jacob Ellis | Delta Tau Delta | @BeJEllis_ 

 

Throughout undergrad, grad school, facilitation opportunities, and professional development 

events, new professionals are constantly building their network. Likely, these networks were put 

to good use and helped many people find or land their first job. But outside of job hunting, how 

are we making the most of our professional network and stewarding those relationships? And 

are thank you notes, coffee meetups, and the occasional Zoom call improving our quality of 

work? Maintaining personal connections is essential, but we can be doing more. 

 

Utilizing your Network 

Keeping in touch with our professional network can be daunting for both sides. In an industry 

where 9-5 hours don’t exist, we need to be careful to tap people in our network in low-energy 

ways. Here are a few tactics that take 30 minute or less: 

1. Get professional development advice. Our mentors have been perfecting their craft 

and have great advice on professional development opportunities both inside and 

outside of higher education. Look at the competencies or skills you hope to build and 

ask three to five role models what experiences will help you get there. Then, with 

three to five peers, talk about the experiences you are both considering. This helps 

your mentors know what opportunities to send your way in the future and allows you 

to bring value to your peers. 

2. Solicit research recommendations. There is always more to learn in our industry. 

Whether it is specific research on chapter operations, an article on management 

styles, or an Instagram account covering racial justice, our colleagues are consuming 

tremendous resources. Simply asking, “Have you read or followed anything beneficial 

lately?” can open the door to great conversations and information. If you have a 

specific topic of interest (hazing, masculinity, alcohol/other drugs) reach out to your 

network about where to start there.  

3. Brainstorm before a project. How many ideas/opinions do we collect before deciding 

on a project? In our fast-paced field, we often use our personal judgement or rely on 

a couple of people within our team to help us pick the best idea. Whenever possible, 

reach out to three to five people outside your network or institution and ask if you 

can pick their brain about the topic. Often, they have past experience, are working on 

a similar project, or can point you in the direction of resources that could be beneficial. 

We are currently seeing this with many fraternity/sorority headquarters as they 

prepared for virtual conventions. Understanding potential bumps in the road, helpful 
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software, and gaining additional perspective allows our collective work to build on 

each other. The more we collaborate, the better our work can become.  

4. Conduct informational interviews. A powerful way to end your conversations can be, 

“Who else should I talk to about this?” Finding experts or people doing great work 

outside your network can be an asset to your work and help make a few more friends 

in the process. A helpful way to learn more and build that relationship is an 

informational interview. This is where you would reach out to a colleague asking to 

set up a time to learn more about their path and get suggestions on your topic of 

interest. These are just as much about building a relationship as they are getting 

guidance and can be a powerful way to strengthen your network.  

 

The beauty of our industry is the opportunity to connect with phenomenal professionals from 

across the country. One of the challenges is feeling connected when we often work in small teams 

at our campuses/organizations. Taking advantage of our networks using the tactics above can 

help us improve our quality of work, add mutual value to our colleagues, and keep our 

connections updated on our work and topical interests.  
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